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We're excited to announce that this year's auction will take place in person on Saturday, February 26, 2022 at Old
Hickory Golf Club. Planning is underway and we need your help! Instead of putting together classroom baskets like we've

done in the past, we have come up with one giant Amazon wish list full of items we'd love to auction off. Would you
please consider donating an item from our list? Please use this URL or QR code ( https://amzn.to/3COA2XD ) to access the

wish list. Let's DO This! Thank you!

Math
This week in math we spent more time
working with fractions and mixed numbers.
Next we will be working more with word
problems and quadrilaterals. Some of our
math lessons are starting to get a little harder.
Please be sure to encourage your child to
continue to ask questions in class and be sure
to reach out to Mr. Ensrude with any concerns.

Science
Next week the students will be starting a new
Unit which focuses on the Earth’s Systems.
The students will learn about the Geosphere
and Biosphere, the Atmosphere, and
Interactions in the Earth’s systems.

Social Studies
This week we finished learning about the
history of Mexico and Central America. Next
week, students will have a geography
assessment on the locations of the different
countries in Central America.

Reminders
-5th Grade will be leading Chapel on Monday,
November 15. For Chapel, I would like them to
dress in clothes they would wear to Thanksgiving.
(Unless their role calls for a different outfit, they
know who they are.) You may watch Chapel via
livestream on the Messiah Lions youtube channel
starting at 9:30 A.M..

-MAP testing will start next week. There will be 1
practice session on Monday, and 3 testing sessions
on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday.

Reading
This week the students continued to read the
book Holes. They are enjoying reading about
how Stanley has continued to remain positive
through all the trials he is being put through.
They were given a packet at the beginning of
the book, and they’ve held themselves
accountable to stay on track and fill it in.

Spelling
The spelling words for the upcoming week
are as follows:urgent, Thursday, purpose,
thirsty, camera, wonder, smuggler, remember,
surprise, earth, certain, person, dollar, color,
collar, early, mayor, doctor, world, pearl

Religion
The Memory for the upcoming week is:
“Rejoice always, pray continually, give thanks
in all circumstances; for this is God's will for
you in Christ Jesus.”
1 Thessalonians 5:16-18

Grammar
This week the 5th graders learned more
about verbs. Specifically we focused on
helping verbs, and their job within the verb
phrase. The students had a fun time learning
all 23 helping verbs to the song “Jingle Bells”
(I’m sure they would be more than happy to
sing you the song if you asked!) Next week
the students will take an assessment on
Verbs.
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